
Term 5        6 Weeks 

Implementation: Scheme of Learning 

Subject: English                         Year:  8                    Unit Title: Noughts & Crosses        

Summary of unit:  

This unit introduces pupils to their first study of a modern play. Pupils will explore the conventions of a play and undertake some independent research to 
find out about real life events that reflect the setting of this story such as the Apartheid. Pupils will also explore the presentation of characters and themes 
within the play. They will engage in debate about the gravity of characters’ actions, explore the different types of relationships in the play and consider the 
function and purpose of certain characters. Pupils will be able to trace the build up of tension, character development and make inferences. Pupils will also 
be able to respond creatively to the play by: composing theme related poetry (based on T3 learning; writing a letter; creating a police report on Sephy’s 
disappearance and writing a speech in character. They will learn about stage directions and staging and watch an adaptation of the play and film and make 
comparisons between the two,  

Processes & Aims: 

Personal: Explore own reactions to themes and engage in debate  

Creative: Engage with texts creatively, for example writing as a character, writing a report, writing a letter and writing poetry.  

Critical: Identify and comment on what is significant and interesting within a text; compare film and play adaptation; engage in debate  

Technical: Write accurately and coherently, drawing on suitable level of detail 

Curriculum Content:  

Reading: Reading ⊲ High quality contemporary modern play ⊲ Close focus on point of view, voice and representation ⊲ Read texts for challenge, interest 
and enjoyment ⊲ Read critically 

Writing: Writing in role ⊲ Writing creatively and imaginatively 

Grammar & Vocabulary: Precise and confident use of linguistic and literary terminology 

Speaking & Listening: Use formal and informal discussion to generate ideas ⊲ Use improvisation and role play to develop thinking 
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End of unit assessment: 

Reading: How far does Blackman present Callum as a 
villain? 

Writing: Creative task (may be drama related)  

Knowledge organiser test  

Rationale:  

� Strong link with Year 9 study of R&J (Shakespeare) because of themes of love, 
race and prejudice.  

� Opportunity to engage in drama in a term that is a little shorter than the rest 
of the year.  

� Modern play – statutory requirement of NC  
� Pupils regularly read Malorie Blackman fiction and express interest in this 

kind of literature  
� Strong SMSC threads  

Links to future learning  

Close reading skills  

Transactional writing  

Study of R&J: Yr 9  

GCSE reading paper  

 

 

 

 Links to prior learning: 

Shakespeare (Drama) 
(MSND) 

Maya Angelou – Year 8 
Poetry  

Close reading skills  

Presentation of themes 
and character  

Letter writing  s 

 

RWCM: 

Reading; whole class reading; paired reading and individual reading opportunities; 
model reading; share reading experiences; demonstrate pleasure in reading; 
identifying challenging vocabulary and looking up the definition; information retrieval; 
use of ICT for research; reading varied texts; comparing texts 

Writing: discussion and modelling of writing strategies; framework provided for 
writing persuasively, descriptively, imaginatively and writing to summarise; 
opportunity to plan and reflect on writing (self-assessment purple pen); use of 
dictionary and thesaurus encouraged; writing in different forms e.g. text message  

Communication: class feedback and discussion sessions to communicate ideas 
verbally; using tables to organise information; communicating knowledge and 
understanding in comprehension questions, mind-maps and non-fiction writing; use of 
videos; student-led learning with pupils playing role of teachers;  SPaG emphasis and 
reminders in every lesson; display of key words on PPs in lessons; focus on spoken 
language in all verbal tasks; demonstrating and encouraging active listening strategies 
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Cross Curricular Links: Drama; English (see above); History: Civil 
Rights Movement  

such as paraphrasing, non-verbal cues and verbal affirmations, asking open ended 
questions and specific questions; use of ICT for specific creative tasks and research 

Mathematics: drawing graphs to trace tension, completing a Venn diagram; using 
numbers to scale (setting, character and plot development); labelling and captioning 
graphs; enforcing time limits for activities; word limits; reading out loud –considering 
how pace affects delivery; chronology within the story.  

Strategies to Support & Stretch: audio books; word bank; sentence starters; exemplar answers; teacher modelling class work; scaffolded questioning in 
class discussions and written work and teacher-led learning; lower-order & higher-order questioning; seating plan according to ability for paired 
activities such as think, pair, share; pictures as prompts; teacher support; note taking choices; recap & retrieval; extended writing opportunities; self-
assessment opportunities with marking criteria provided; differentiation by outcome; allowing pupil who is unable to concentrate without something 
in her hand to use a fidget device; modelling of reading, challenging texts; collaborative work for peer support and extension and development of 
ideas; targeted circulation; considering volume of text on PP; use of audio-visual media; knowledge organiser 

NB: All teaching is aspirational. The aim is to ensure all content is made accessible to all pupils regardless of ability or needs. Scaffolding like the 
examples given above will facilitate pupils’ learning by supporting it or stretching it regardless of needs.  

SMSC 

Social: Encouraging understanding of human feelings and emotions by placing them in their shoes 
through various creative empathy tasks e.g. diary writing and persuasive speech. English lessons 
promote cooperation and teamwork through being able to work in groups, listening to presentations 
and asking questions. Real issues encourage students to think about the world outside of school and 
give opinions on topics that may affect them in the future. Pupils are required to take on a role and 
argue a point of view. Peer assessment is an integral part of lessons and focused feedback is encouraged 
between pupils, whereby they support and encourage each other, reflecting and giving advice using 
their own method for success. Pupils are all given the opportunity to be independent, self-reliant and 
responsible for their own learning. Debate and discussion is an important aspect of the subject, giving 
logical arguments with respect, rationality and thoughtfulness. 

Cultural Capital & SMSC:  

Empathy: writing in character  

Drama: working collaboratively and increasing 
confidence 

Writing poetry and Maya Angelou  

Exploring themes about racism, prejudice and 
inequality  

Theatre production  

Film clips  
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Moral: a focus on character development and themes encourages moral thinking through the 
recognition of values such as courage, loyalty, identity, strong relationships and self-identity.  Pupils are 
also able to apply fiction to real life scenarios with the non-fiction writing aspects.  

Spiritual: Opportunity to use different social skills in working individually, with a peer of different ability 
and team work. Opportunities for peer assessment encourage pupils to offer constructive and positive 
feedback which contributes to the creation of a respectful, democratic learning environment.  

Cultural: Through peer assessment and group work, students are introduced to different cultures, 
opinion and values they may not have encountered. .Cultural awareness of different societies in 
different parts of the world which creates tolerance and respect for and a celebration of diversity within 
Britain. Creative tasks set to allow pupils to participate resourcefully and imaginatively.   

 SEE CULTURAL CAPITAL FOR EXAMPLES  

Self-reflection  

Independent learning and research (historical 
examples of prejudice and inequality)  

Learning from Knowledge Organiser  
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